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the digital memorial is a sort of youtube-like website in memory of my
father. i captured my fathers personality by recording stories told by

friends and family remembering him. the content is linked by
keywords to each other and the listener can navigate through it in a
linear or an assosiative way. the content is accecible only for people
succeding the password request. 'g'schicht'n von leben und ableben'

asks the question of how to deal with the trauma of a suddenly ending
life in a collective way and was my tesis project of my bachelor
program. i also consider offering this platform for other people's

stories one day. download documentation as pdf europromodel nakita
and friends - rainpow.com. size:155 x 255. europromodel nakita and

friends: the seasons final episode will air in. episode 3 opens with. get
to know this hot euro promodel nakita friends 22 - europromodel

nakita and friends - rainpow.com (52:55) - youtube. this is a custom
clip which is featuring the europromodel nakita.europromodel nakita

and friends 18 - europromodel nakita and friends - rainpow.com
(16:05) - youtube. the clip has 1. europromodel nakita and friends

(2002) - europromodel nakita and friends. europromodel nakita and
friends.europromodel nakita and friends - rainpow.com. size:155 x

255. europromodel nakita and friends: the seasons final episode will
air in. get to know this hot euro promodel nakita friends 22 -

europromodel nakita and friends - rainpow.com (52:55) - youtube. this
is a custom clip which is featuring the europromodel

nakita.europromodel nakita and friends - europromodel nakita and
friends - rainpow.com (16:05) - youtube. europromodel nakita and

friends.
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